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Room and the Confinement of Ideology 
 
Sam Fujikawa ‘22 
 
 
Lenny Abrahamson’s 2015 drama Room, based on 
the novel by Emma Donoghue, delves into the life of Jack, 
a five-year-old boy who has been held captive his entire life 
in a small shed with his mother Joy, whom he 
affectionately calls “Ma.” Exploring the film’s themes of 
captivity and power, I will be using Louis Althusser’s 
concept of ideology to illustrate the stark difference in 
perceptions of reality that Jack and Ma have regarding their 
confinement in Room and their supposed freedom in the 
outside world. Analyzing the film through this lens allows 
me to argue that the film finds the binary of freedom and 
confinement to be unsatisfactory, as the struggles that both 
Ma and Jack face within Room do not expel or dismiss the 
struggles that exist in the world that they are deprived of. I 
will also be considering Judith Butler’s notions on gender, 
specifically gender performance and agency, when looking 
at the character of Jack, who has spent his entire life 
separate from the imposition of gender put upon by society. 
Because of this separation, I will make the case that Jack’s 
character queers the norms of gender through his inability 
to replicate gender (which in itself is a replication of 
gendered actions) through a primary example of a “boy” or 
“man,” as these figures are absent in his upbringing. 
To explore the notions of reality through ideology, I 
will be utilizing Althusser’s “Ideology and Ideological 
State Apparatuses (Notes Towards and Investigation),” 
which derails and destabilizes the notion of an objective 
reality. Althusser defines ideology as the representation of 
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“the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real 
conditions of existence” (450). Acknowledging that 
ideology is an illusion that is indicative of a deeper truth, 
Althusser further grounds the concept by insisting in its 
material nature constantly being cemented through its 
subjects practicing ideological rituals. Thus, ideas begin to 
near redundancy as the practices of ideology form a 
material apparatus that shuns outside thought (Althusser 
454-55). As ideology is necessary to accept a relation to 
reality and existence, one may not be separate from it; 
Althusser contends that the “choice” to believe in one 
ideology is fallible due to the fact that every person is born 
into the inescapable ideology (457). In Room, the 
ideologies of Jack and Ma provide space to destabilize the 
illusion of captivity being confined to the definition of 
being devoid of the “free” outside word. The film displays 
that while the struggles and conditions that the two face 
may be similar, it is because of their different perception 
and understanding of their conditions that the two clash 
with each other. 
In her work Gender Trouble, Judith Butler 
categorizes gender as an unstable formation of “acts, 
gestures, and desires [which] produce the effect of an 
internal core or substance… that suggest, but never reveal, 
the organizing principle of identity as a cause” (328). Thus, 
gender is not an internal essence but an external repetition 
of labeled behavior. She declares that the construct of 
gender provides no agency, as a choice is not made on 
whether one can or cannot repeat gendered behavior but on 
how one may be able to repeat this in a behavior that 
destabilizes the already centerless signification of gender 
(Butler 335). As gender and sex are prescribed to the body 
before agency can occur, the supposed choice of repetition 
is already made through gendered language, norms, and 
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ideals. This unstable and centerless nature of gender is 
revealed by the character of Jack within Room, as he grows 
up as the sole boy in his entire understanding of existence. 
He is the binary opposite to the female Ma, who both 
counters him with a labeled femininity, yet also acts as his 
only real person to base replicative behaviors off of. 
Through the sheltered nature of Jack’s upbringing, the film 
creates an interesting portrait of how unstable and 
meaningless the labels and understandings put upon gender 
actually are. 
Room begins with a scene displaying Jack’s fifth 
birthday that establishes the conditions he and Ma live 
within: a small shed hijacked to serve as a soundproof 
prison for a woman and child, devoid of light, stuffed with 
old and worn furniture and fabrics, full of drawings only a 
young child could create. Room is both a dank and dreary 
cell and a home that is filled with effort and love, and it is 
quickly realized that the shed acts as the former for Ma and 
the latter for Jack. For Jack, Room is the world, there is 
nothing that exists outside of it, and it is never-ending, it 
stretches from the end to the other end but also never stops, 
everything within it is everything in the entire world. Ma 
has created this lens for him; to protect her son born out of 
the rape by her captor, Old Nick, she has fed Jack the idea 
that Room is all there is, that TV is a portal of outer space, 
that Room is a reality separate from her own reality, the 
reality of being kidnapped as a teenager and held captive in 
a shed for seven years. It is a distressing display of how 
powerful an ideology is, how Jack can view his relationship 
to his conditions as positive and in fondness, while Ma can 
view her relationship to the same conditions as what the 
film’s viewers see: a horrifying imprisonment with living 
conditions that are so limited and inhumane that they 
resemble a nightmare. But after examining both Jack and 
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Ma’s relationships to their condition of Room, their 
differing perceptions make sense; when Jack has only ever 
experienced the confinement of Room, how can he 
understand the freedom that exists outside of it, or the 
oppression that exists within it? For Jack, freedom exists 
within the confinement of Room, he has no sense of what 
lies outside of the perception of his own conditions and 
cannot see his conditions in a way that resembles what 
those who have experienced what lies outside of Room (Ma 
and viewers) can. Ma, on the other hand, has a broader 
understanding of her situation since she has existed outside 
of Room and is held here against her will, yet she cannot 
view Room in a way that the sheltered Jack can. Within the 
first minutes of the film, it is determined that the ideologies 
of Jack and Ma differ in a way so extreme that the 
understanding of Room’s conditions upon them seem 
almost opposite. 
It isn’t until Ma attempts to escape Room that the 
two’s ideologies directly clash and change. While Ma 
originally lied to Jack about what lies outside of Room in 
order to protect him, his safety is put in imminent threat 
when Old Nick declares he has been unemployed and can 
no longer afford to fulfill their basic needs. So, she decides 
to tell Jack the truth, declaring that the outside is not Space 
but the world, that TV doesn’t project magic images 
outside of reality but images that actually resemble reality; 
she is attempting to interpellate Jack and convince him to 
follow her ideology, to give up the ideology that she fed 
him for his protection. Though Jack originally protests 
these new ideas and views, dismissing Ma as “stupid,” he 
slowly begins to show question using what he already 
knows: television. When watching TV, he begins to ask 
what is real and what is just TV, accepting that TV is no 
longer magical images but something closer to “real,” 
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something that he may be able to see with his own eyes 
someday. Since Ma’s ideology is rooted in a closer 
understanding to her actual relations in reality, it is 
plausible that Jack begins to shed the ideology created for 
him for the one that has a broader scope and more concrete 
basis. 
The film’s implications of reality and ideology 
reach its most complex and interesting argument after Ma 
and Jack escape Room and assimilate back into the outside 
world. Ma, now called Joy, immediately shows comfort 
and ease when operating in the world. She is obviously 
relieved to escape the hell that she has been living for the 
past seven years and excited to reinsert herself into the life 
that was taken away from her by Old Nick. Jack conversely 
exhibits a more apprehensive nature in his behavior, as this 
reality completely disproves all he had previously known. 
His reluctance to accept this new reality is best shown 
when Ma and Jack embrace after their successful escape, 
and Jack asks Ma, “Can we go to bed?” (Room). Ma 
affirms and declares that the police will take them 
somewhere to sleep soon, however she misinterpreted 
Jack’s words. He was referring to Bed, the bed within 
Room, not sleep, beginning a rocky assimilation process for 
the both of them. As the two of them begin to create their 
new lives (or for Joy’s case, return to her new life), the 
“freedom” that outside holds begins to become contained. 
The two are immediately met with an overwhelming public 
response so severe that they cannot leave their house in fear 
of a bombardment of questioning, therefore they return to a 
different, but familiar, form of confinement. When showing 
Jack old pictures of herself and her former friends, Joy 
begins to feel the reality that she has stepped back into did 
not pause for those around her: her friends’ lives went on, 
her home changed, and her parents separated all while she 
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was imprisoned and tormented. She is forced to accept that 
her captivity did not pause those around her, that life went 
on, and that the world she returned to is not full of the same 
opportunities available to her when she last left. She is now 
seven years older, a mother, and will forever be affected by 
the trauma and publicity caused by her surviving Room. 
These are new obstacles that greatly derail the “freedom” 
that she envisioned outside of Room, a freedom that more 
resembled a return to the past rather than assimilation into 
the present. 
The binary of freedom and confinement is most 
destabilized when Joy must subject herself to a primetime 
interview in order to pay for the legal fees associated with 
the trial of her captor. This moment represents how limited 
the outside actually is for Joy: she must relive her trauma 
for a national audience and receive intense questioning in 
order to pay for legal fees that she did not ask for, for a 
situation that was imposed upon her by a man who 
kidnapped, imprisoned, controlled, and raped her for years. 
What sort of freedom is this? Is this the treatment that a 
truly free world would enact on a woman who underwent 
the trauma that Joy did? It’s a moment in the film that is 
heartbreaking in its shattering of Joy’s understanding of her 
relationship to reality; the interview even gets to the point 
where it is implied that Joy did not do what was best for 
Jack by not forcing her captor to bring him to a hospital, 
putting the blame of Jack’s upbringing onto not the man 
who held him and his mother captive but upon Joy. This 
implication is what shatters the illusion of reality Joy 
previously held, and unable to overcome the hardships that 
are presented to her in a place that should allow for her 
freedom, she attempts to kill herself. Joy’s attempted 
suicide marks the power of ideology, especially when it is 
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broken and replaced by one that falls closer to the actual 
relationship to real condition. 
The gender of Jack additionally creates tension 
within the film because of its highlighting of the 
construction and imposition of gender upon the body. In 
Room, Jack is a boy; his pronouns are he/him/his, he is 
called gendered terms such as “boy” and “son,” and he 
wears clothes that would be commonly referred to as 
“masculine.” However, these are about the only constructs 
of gender that are directly imposed upon him. Because of 
his confinement, he is the only boy or man within his entire 
world and therefore does not have a primary figure that he 
can emulate and replicate in order to perform gender. And 
since his ideology only allows for himself and Ma to exist 
as real people, Jack is provided an interesting sandbox of 
gender allowing him to exist in a way that allows him to 
control what a boy is, what he should be. So, unlike the 
typical five-year-old boy in the outside world, Jack has 
long hair which he calls his “strong.” It is interesting that 
long hair, a feature that is most commonly replicated by the 
“girl,” would be labeled as “strong,” something that is 
associated with and desirable to masculinity. But Jack is 
able to exist in a way that is not constrained by societal 
expectations to repeat gendered behavior, so he decides 
what defines him, not gender. 
When Jack enters the outside world, gender begins 
its imposition upon him. In his first encounter with 
someone outside of Room, he is given the wrong pronouns 
and called “honey” and “little girl” because of the long hair 
he sports that, on the outside, is most common among girls. 
The gifts he receives from the many supporters of himself 
and Joy are mostly gendered as “for boys.” And his 
grandmother consistently mentions her desire to cut his 
hair, which is a feature that he insists makes him strong. It 
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is on the outside where Jack begins to both exist freely and 
within the constraints of societal constructs. So, it is 
unsurprising that as he assimilates further into the world 
and must face the consequences and situations existent 
there, he begins to replicate the gendered behavior 
surrounding him. This is most evident in a scene following 
Joy’s attempted suicide, while Joy remains absent in the 
hospital and Jack continues to exist within his 
grandmother’s home, looking at old pictures of Joy and 
longing for her return. Jack approaches his grandmother 
and asks for scissors to cut his hair, which she questions 
due to her understanding of how important it is to him. He 
confirms this and admits that the real reason he wants to cut 
his hair is so he can send his strong to Joy, who “needs [it] 
more than [himself]” (Room). It’s an important moment 
that fuses the masculinity present in Room (what Jack does 
and believes in) with the masculinity present in society. 
Jack must give up his strength in order to help his mother; 
it is a moment of sacrifice and succumbing to societal 
expectations, though Jack does so in a way that respects the 
signification of his hair within Room. 
Room explores the fallacies that present themselves 
in modern society through the exploration of the signified 
“freedom” and the construct of gender. Jack’s existence 
within Room and Joy’s existence outside of it display how 
unstable and subjective the idea of freedom truly is; Jack’s 
ideology allows for a blind understanding of horrible 
conditions as positive, as these conditions are all he knows. 
Joy’s transition from literal confinement and torture to a 
reality that confines and imposes misfortune upon her in a 
different way accordingly displays the true lack of freedom 
and justice that survivors of trauma are offered, of the 
torture that a world that is supposedly fair puts upon them. 
The imposition of gender additionally adds to the fallacy of 
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a truly fair and free society, as Jack is immediately forced 
into boxes and labels upon his entrance into the outside 
world, boxes and labels that he did not have to worry about 
even while he was in much worse conditions. The film 
succeeds in breaking down the simplicity that is often 
accompanied by stories of victims or survivors, one that 
ends when supposed “freedom” is reached because, in 
reality, the world that survivors return to is not the kind, 
easy place that is often painted out to be. 
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The Dracula Difference: Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula and the Threat of the Other 
 
Taylor Kern ‘20 
 
 
Victorian England was a formidable empire. It was 
the largest superpower, the paragon of Western social 
order, the colonizer, and the norm. England also made the 
executive decision to do everything necessary to maintain 
and enforce these statuses. Like an organism, it had to 
remain impenetrable to threats to its health. In Victorian 
England, people feared the exotic outsider, seeing it as a 
disease that could weaken the Empire. Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula was born of this fear. England’s identity was 
bound up in its position as the most powerful nation and 
fear of losing this position reinforced its determination to 
maintain it. Dracula’s radical differences in appearance 
haunt the English consciousness and he later invades 
England and its people with physical force. Dracula’s 
spiritual identity is also a threat to an integral component of 
English identity: Christianity. Foreigners introduced other 
gods and beliefs that permeated English thought, and in 
Dracula’s case, godlessness. The novel also characterizes 
Dracula by his cultural otherness, yearning to master his 
knowledge of English culture in order to best prey on it, 
under the guise of assimilation. Bram Stoker’s Dracula 
depicts the count’s otherness as a physical, spiritual, and 
cultural threat to the English characters to demonstrate the 
true frailty of the British Empire. 
Firstly, the novel portrays Dracula as physically 
different from an Englishman, and radically so. From very 
small interactions, Jonathan Harker gathers that Dracula 
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has unnatural strength. When he helps Harker down from 
the calèche, the Englishman remarks “I could not but notice 
his prodigious strength. His hand actually seemed like a 
steel vice that could have crushed mine if he had chosen” 
(Stoker 21). Harker is a grown man and yet he comments 
on another man’s strength, a man hitherto normal (to his 
knowledge). This exotic, othered figure not only makes him 
feel weak by comparison but makes him feel as though he 
could be “crushed” if the other chose to exert its full 
strength. This observation acts as commentary on the 
insecurity of the Englishman who can be rendered helpless 
should the colonized people turn their “prodigious” 
strength against him. Harker also notices that Dracula’s 
hand “seemed as cold as ice – more like the hand of a dead 
than a living man” (Stoker 22). Harker immediately 
classifies Dracula, from his body temperature, as something 
other – someone who is not a living man like himself. 
Moreover, death to the quintessential Englishman is a 
radical other, for there is no greater unknown to the living 
than death. The unknown in a Victorian context is a source 
of fear. Fear implies a perceived threat and invites “the 
violent and xenophobic disavowal of the Other” (Khader 
1). This violent disavowal is evident in Harker’s “wince”; 
he physically recoils from Dracula’s othered touch, an 
interaction that so disturbs him that he notes it in his 
journal (Stoker 22). Harker also notices very unusual 
qualities in Dracula’s features. He describes him as having 
“peculiarly sharp white teeth…ears…pale and at the tops 
extremely pointed” and that in all he was a man of 
“extraordinary pallor,” (if he be a man at all) (Stoker 24). 
These factors, coupled with the strange hair on his palms, 
his pointed nails, and his rank breath, stir within Harker “a 
horrible feeling” when Dracula comes close to him (Stoker 
25). Dracula’s mere proximity makes Harker feel 
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threatened, and his body reacts instinctively, shrinking 
from the danger he perceives in his exotic, sharp teeth and 
claws. Harker, representative of England, feels 
uncomfortable with even the proximity of the exotic other. 
This discomfort exemplifies the threat Dracula’s otherness 
poses to Harker’s fragile Englishness – Dracula has the 
power to convert him into a vampire, the exotic overtaking 
his English identity. Dracula only magnifies this threat as 
he begins to control Harker’s movements and to 
demonstrate more of his supernatural abilities. 
After physically threatening Harker, Dracula 
essentially invades England through Lucy Westenra. Lucy 
Westenra is a physical embodiment of the West, along 
with its ideals and privileges; she is a blonde, innocent 
Englishwoman who is uplifted in her native land, wary of 
the outsider. When Dracula bites her, he is physically 
invading the golden female symbol of England as well as 
invading England itself. After the bite triggers the start of 
Lucy’s conversion, she becomes other as well. She no 
longer acts like herself and her skin is “in excessive pallor” 
(Stoker 139). Lucy of the West begins to take on 
characteristics of the Eastern Dracula and then follows in 
his footsteps preying on England, symbolized by the 
innocent and powerless children she attacks. Her character 
realizes England’s greatest fears: the power of the exotic to 
harm one of the Empire’s own, and the dissemination of 
foreign power on English soil. Not only has the Western 
Lucy become an agent of the exotic East, but she also 
continues the physical invasion Dracula has begun. 
Moreover, the novel pointedly shows Dracula attacking and 
converting women, the sex perceived as weaker in 
Victorian England. The novel portrays the foreign invasion 
of England as gendered, a sort of reverse-colonization of 
the fragile West by the East, with the other as the 
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aggressor. A gendered representation of foreign invasion 
also implies that the other can taint England as easily as a 
man can assault a woman, with as traumatizing of an effect; 
Dracula’s choice to drink the blood of (and penetrate) 
women paint him as both an inhuman monster and a man 
who rapes women. If Dracula can leave Transylvania and 
enter an English woman’s room at night to commit 
violating acts with sexual overtones, an Eastern European 
foreigner could undermine all of English society. 
In addition, the novel emphasizes how spiritually 
different Dracula is from all of the human characters. 
Specifically, the novel portrays Dracula as unholy in the 
eyes of Christian England. Shortly after “leaving the West 
and entering the East,” a woman cautions Harker “when the 
clock strikes midnight, all the evil things in the world will 
have full sway” (Stoker 7, 11). She asks him “Do you know 
where you are going, and what you are going to?” offering 
him a crucifix to protect himself (Stoker 11). The woman 
does not say “whom” you are going to but rather “what,” 
the “what” being a creature dangerous enough to warrant 
the protection of a crucifix and inhuman enough to merit an 
object pronoun. Moreover, Harker as an “English 
Churchman” finds the crucifix “idolatrous,” (Stoker 11). 
Firstly, Harker is in near complete denial of the ungodly 
nature of what he is about to meet. Secondly, his spiritual 
beliefs do not even align with those of the other human 
Christians he encounters in the East. Harker’s first mistake 
is thinking that he does not need protection and his second 
is thinking that his Church of England renders him above 
using protection from the wrong Christianity. Harker is the 
male personification of a vulnerable English Empire: 
equally as susceptible to foreign invasion as a woman but 
prideful enough to snub non-Anglican Christianity, to deny 
his frailty, and to ignore warnings from foreigners until it is 
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too late. The novel spiritually others Dracula from the 
humans to the extent that Harker’s fellow travelers call him 
“Satan…hell…witch” and even “vampire” in their foreign 
tongues, crossing themselves continually (Stoker 12). 
Though they do not intend to go near him, these humans 
perceive Dracula to be a threat to their godly existences 
even at a distance. Similarly, the mere existence of 
foreigners with different beliefs is a threat to the Church of 
England and England’s strength as an empire. Harker later 
cuts himself shaving and Dracula’s eyes “[blaze] with a 
sort of demoniac fury, and he suddenly made a grab at 
[Harker’s] throat” (Stoker 33). When Harker drew away, 
“his hand touch[es] the string of beads which held the 
crucifix. It made an instant change in him,” and the fury in 
Dracula’s face vanished instantaneously (Stoker 33). The 
sight of blood draws out Dracula’s unholy and demonic 
nature, the spiritual opposite of the traditional Englishman. 
A demon is a spiritual threat to a Christian and therefore 
Dracula’s physical attack threatens Harker’s mortality until 
the crucifix, a symbol of God, protects him. Dracula has the 
power to kill and convert Harker into a vampire, the power 
to convert him from a God-fearing Christian to a Devil-
worshiping demon. The holy object’s effect on Dracula 
further emphasizes his godlessness and the danger he poses 
to Harker’s English and spiritual identity. 
         The novel conveys Dracula’s invasion of England 
with Lucy as a victim once again, this time through his 
spiritual invasion of her Englishness. After Lucy is “Un-
dead”, Van Helsing claims that “she differ from all other” 
and they use “garlic and a crucifix” to trap her in the tomb 
(Stoker 214). Lucy is now a member of the radical other 
that is the vampire race. As a result, she no longer has a 
soul and is subject to the control religious articles impose 
upon Dracula. Dracula converts the pure and holy Lucy to a 
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soulless, undead evil, a spiritual other; his spiritual threat to 
her and the English people is realized. Thus, the critic Jamil 
Khader argues that the group of vampire hunters 
“forecloses Lucy’s Otherness” when they drive the stake 
through her heart (1). He expounds that “in killing her, they 
frame her murder within a theological narrative of 
redemption and salvation” (Khader 1). In essence, though 
they are murdering someone who is Un-dead, she was not 
truly alive because she was animated without a soul, and 
therefore outside of the realm of her previous Christianity. 
In their interpretation of Christian theology, sparing a soul 
from being a demonic creature absolves the hunters of 
murder and concurrently eliminates the threat the 
spiritually othered Lucy posed to the frail English religious 
identity. 
         Dracula is also very culturally different from the 
English people. Shortly after Jonathan Harker’s arrival at 
Dracula’s home, Dracula makes note of their cultural 
differences. Dracula explains “We are in Transylvania; and 
Transylvania is not England. Our ways are not your ways, 
and there shall be to you many strange things” (Stoker 28). 
Indeed, he later addresses Harker by his last name first, 
pardoning his “country’s habit of putting your patronymic 
first” (Stoker 29). Though obsessed with understanding 
English culture, Dracula consistently imposes his cultural 
tendencies on Harker during conversation. Harker is also 
uncomfortable with Dracula’s desire to know England so 
well, to the extent of mimicking his accent, though he 
claims “we Szekelys have a right to be proud” and launches 
into the entire history of his people (Stoker 35). Harker is 
not only disinterested but unnerved, as he has already 
begun to feel extremely threatened by simply being 
immersed in Dracula’s culture. He feels even more 
threatened by Dracula’s culture when in another 
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conversation “some expression in [Harker’s] face strange to 
him, he added: - ‘Ah, sir, you dwellers in the city cannot 
enter into the feelings of the hunter.’” (Stoker 25). Dracula 
reveals that it is in his culture to be a hunter (before he 
reveals that it is also in his nature as a vampire). Harker’s 
delicate English sensibilities are naturally averse to 
Dracula’s foreign power and animalistic violence, 
especially if England is to become his prey. Dracula’s 
desire to live in England further threatens Harker because 
foreign culture endangers his native land, the culture he 
cherishes (an industrialized empire without a rung in its 
social ladder for others or hunters). The critic Hatlen 
corroborates, averring that Dracula is “culturally ‘other’: a 
revenant from the ages of superstition when people 
believed that the communion wafer was the flesh of Christ. 
But more significantly of all he is the socially other: the 
embodiment of all the social forces that lurked just beyond 
the frontiers of Victorian middle-class consciousness” (82). 
This critic propounds that Dracula is not only an exotic 
cultural artifact, but his social otherness can destabilize the 
entire social order that is the backbone of Victorian culture. 
For example, if Dracula is a foreigner who holds wealth 
and power in England, he represents a dangerous anomaly 
in the class structure. Therefore, the cultural threat Dracula 
poses rivals the physical threat in that England’s very social 
ideology is vulnerable to foreign invasion. In addition, 
when it comes to light that children are being kidnapped 
and returned with neck bites, a Western doctor attributes 
them to “some animal…some wild specimen from the 
South of a more malignant species. Some sailor may have 
brought one home” (Stoker 208). The doctor in no 
uncertain terms implies that the evil and violent nature of 
the creature attacking the children must be due to the fact 
that it originates in some unknown foreign culture. He 
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practically points a finger at Dracula – the “wild” (not 
tamed to English standards), “malignant” (evil), “animal” 
(non-human) that cannot be English and therefore must 
have been brought on a boat from a foreign land. This 
claim is in line with Attila Viragh’s analysis that the novel 
is centered “on a dominant myth of late-Victorian England 
as ‘obsessed with the preservation of a pure, homogeneous, 
and unchanging national identity’ that was constantly 
threatened by foreign and subversive elements” (1). 
Essentially, Dracula and or even a stowaway animal from 
another land pose a threat to English lives and their way of 
life. If just an exotic animal poses a threat to English safety 
and identity, the empire clearly struggles with its own 
mortality. 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula is an exploration of the 
fragility of the English Empire through the threat of 
Dracula’s physical, spiritual, and cultural otherness. 
Dracula is a danger to English lives, threatening Harker, 
Mina, Lucy, and anyone who dares stop his invasion of 
England. He is the embodiment of the unholy, a red-eyed 
hunter that can only be slowed by garlic and symbols of 
Faith. If the Satanic figure Dracula had won, England’s 
Christian God would have lost. If Dracula survived and was 
able to continue preying on England to increase his power, 
he would have been able to decimate fragile England and 
repopulate it with his culture of hunters – with foreigners 
like him. Thus, England’s identity and power rested 
delicately in the balance of Dracula’s intelligence versus 
that of his pursuers. Radical others from Transylvania and 
the rest of the world presented imminent danger to 
Victoria’s rigid sociocultural structure. Dracula’s pursuit of 
assimilation, however, begs the question: if he had 
succeeded in assimilating and Harker did not bear witness 
to his otherness, could England have protected itself from a 
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chameleon, his physical, spiritual, and cultural threat 
concealed? If Stoker did not support the Empire, would any 
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Revealing Concealment: Disguise as a 
Catalyst of Identity Confusion in Laurie 
King’s Sherlockian Mary Russell Mysteries 
 




         While the formation or understanding of anyone’s 
identity is a long and difficult process dependent on many 
factors, this process has historically been especially 
difficult for women, who have faced constant pressure from 
society and stereotypes that have developed for many 
years. At the turn of the 20th century in England, women 
began to come into their identity as the “New Woman,” and 
soon after, encountered the trials and tribulations of WWI 
(“Woman Question” 654). The expectations concerning 
their place in the workforce as well as their place in the 
home caused women to question their position in society 
and their true identities. This theme of female identity 
confusion is reflected in both Conan Doyle’s Sherlock 
Holmes stories, written during the late Victorian Era, and 
Laurie R. King’s Mary Russell Mysteries, written during 
the 20th and 21st centuries but set during WWI and the 
years after. Given that King wrote her series about 100 
years later, one might be surprised to find that there are any 
connections between her novels and Conan Doyle’s short 
stories related to the gender roles of the time period in 
which they were written. Nevertheless, both Conan Doyle’s 
representation of women and King’s have something in 
common: ambiguity. In his short stories featuring 
prominent female characters, Conan Doyle explores the 
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kind of identity confusion that women must have 
undergone through his ambiguous classification of women 
as victims, criminals, and detectives. He also utilizes this 
ambiguity to make a larger statement about gender roles 
during the Victorian Era. King also uses the ambiguity of 
her main character Mary Russell to comment on the 
patriarchal norms that were present during the time period 
of the story, around WWI. Despite Conan Doyle and 
King’s shared quality of ambiguity of female characters, 
the way they express this ambiguity differs. Conan Doyle 
introduces various female characters among his short 
stories, ones that are featured in one story, then get left 
behind. Laurie King, on the other hand, uses her central 
female character, Mary Russell, to explore identity 
confusion. Even though King’s novels are set during the 
Victorian Era, she also has knowledge of how gender roles 
have or have not evolved throughout real history. Conan 
Doyle both reinforces and challenges normative thinking 
about gender, but King mostly challenges the patriarchal 
norms that existed at the turn of the 20th century. King 
incorporates a more modern view of women with her main 
character of Mary Russell, whose identity and confusion 
about this identity contribute to conclusions about how she 
combats patriarchal norms and establishes a place in 
society as a non-normative woman, demonstrating the 
struggle that women faced at that point in history. The 
opposition to norms that King employs has nuances that go 
beyond anything Conan Doyle could achieve, given his 
narrative strategy, the focus of his tales, and his position in 
history. 
In this essay, I explore how King’s use of Mary 
Russell as the main character allows her to conduct a 
detailed examination of Russell’s identity; it is often the 
mystery of the detective herself that keeps the reader 
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engaged in the story. This mystery is what I seek to 
examine. In later books from her mysteries – O Jerusalem 
and A Letter of Mary – King plays with the idea of 
disguise; the roles that Russell embodies ironically reveal 
aspects of her identity otherwise hidden from the reader 
and herself. These disguises underscore the uncertainty that 
exists within Russell as a non-normative female detective 
as well as the question of how a woman of the 20th and 
21st century defines herself in relation to the long history of 
patriarchal norms. This uncertainty translates to a feeling of 
vulnerability in Russell, which is both emphasized as well 
as hidden by her numerous disguises. The identity 
confusion in prominent female characters in both Conan 
Doyle’s stories and King’s mysteries is illuminated by the 
ambiguous nature of their roles in detective fiction, 
manifested in the use of disguise, a staple of the genre. 
  
Essay 
A disguise is a costume, a mask, and a difference in 
appearance meant to conceal oneself and to prevent others 
from discovering one’s true identity. This classic technique 
is employed in the detective fiction genre, notably in Conan 
Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes series; Holmes is known for his 
clever costumes, complete with face prosthetics and a 
foreign accent. Laurie King’s Mary Russell Mysteries, 
focusing on the wife of Sherlock Holmes, depicts Mary 
Russell as another master of disguise. In the case of the 
fifth novel in the series, O Jerusalem, King disguises Mary 
as Amir, a young Arab boy, as an unnamed helpless girl, 
and as a seductive version of herself – Miss Mary Russell. 
Through these disguises, several themes of duality emerge. 
These facades do protect Mary in some cases, but in others, 
they both make her vulnerable and reveal something about 
her character, including the fact that Mary struggles to 
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grapple with her own vulnerability, not only in her 
detective career, but also in her academic career. The 
disguises that Mary wears emphasize not only her 
reluctance to be vulnerable, but also her non-normativity. 
They also allow the reader to deduce certain things about 
both the perceiver of the disguise and the person wearing 
the disguise; those who employ disguises frequently have 
something to hide from themselves, not just their identity 
from another person. Most notably depicted in the first two 
novels of the Mary Russell series – The Beekeeper’s 
Apprentice and A Monstrous Regiment of Women – the 
tensions and unresolved questions regarding women’s roles 
and identities in the early 20th century are palpable. This 
uncertainty is represented via Mary’s own personal identity 
crisis in later novels, a struggle that is inextricable from her 
social identity as a woman. The broader questions of 
womens’ identities, raised in the early novels of the series, 
come closer to being answered later on, as the reader gets a 
closer look into the individual identity of a non-normative 
woman such as Mary Russell. In the novel O Jerusalem, 
the duality of Mary’s disguises and their contribution to 
identity confusion are explored; these various masks are 
protective yet increase vulnerability, and they reveal things 
about the self as well as others. An analysis of these 
disguises ultimately uncovers the complex nature of the 
Mary Russell series in its depiction of Mary as a non-
normative woman and detective. 
         In O Jerusalem, Mary assumes one role more often 
than that of others: Amir, a young Arab boy who travels 
with Ali and Mahmoud. This disguise both protects her and 
renders her vulnerable. At first, Mahmoud refuses to clothe 
Mary in the traditional dress appropriate for a young boy; 
he says that she could be stoned for dressing like a man, but 
Holmes fires back by declaring that Mary will not be put in 
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a subservient position (King 25-26). From this exchange, 
several conclusions can be drawn. The reader sees the 
vulnerable position that Mary will be put in if she chooses 
to dress as a young boy; she faces the threat of physical 
consequences if she is caught. Yet Mary’s non-normativity, 
which is highlighted by many of the disguises in this 
particular novel, makes her willing to take the risk. Holmes 
knows that Mary will refuse to dress as a woman, that she 
would prefer to assume the role of a young boy rather than 
a girl. By embodying the persona of Amir, she thus 
becomes vulnerable in the physical sense; however, she 
also protects herself from the social constructs that come 
with being a woman. If she is revealed to be a woman, 
Mary may face punishment by stoning, or even jail time. 
Nevertheless, as a young boy she is able to take advantage 
of certain privileges that would not be available to her as a 
woman. Louise A. Jackson, in her essay entitled “The 
Unusual Case of ‘Mrs Sherlock’” recounting the life of 
real-life female detective Annette Kerner, also includes 
commentary regarding the implications and advantages of 
disguise for women. Jackson comments, “For the woman 
detective, disguise allowed for experimentation with a 
hybridity or fluidity of social identities. It enabled the well-
heeled young woman to escape the male gaze” (122). 
Jackson’s ideology supports the notion that a disguise like 
Mary’s “Amir” would allow her to evade the social 
constructs that plague women. Mary would likely be unable 
to obtain this sense of autonomy any other way, thus 
making this tactic very valuable to her as a detective and as 
a woman. 
         The vulnerability Mary faces as a woman is made 
clear in her evolving relationship with Ali and Mahmoud 
when she is in disguise. Even though Mary is Amir to the 
outside world, Ali and Mahmoud know her true identity as 
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a female rather than a male, and they don’t let her forget it. 
They still treat Mary as a submissive figure because they 
know she is a woman. After Holmes finishes describing 
Mary’s daring rescue of Jessica Simpson that occurred in 
the first novel, The Beekeeper’s Apprentice, Ali is stunned 
by the story. He asks incredulously, “‘You climbed up a 
tree, entered the house of an enemy, and rescued this child 
of the American senator? Alone? A woman – a girl?’” 
(King 107). Despite many occurrences that should have 
proven Mary’s capabilities throughout the novel thus far, 
Ali still does not believe in her skills because of her gender. 
If Mary were actually Amir, a young boy, he likely would 
not have been surprised to hear this story. Ali also 
diminishes her status even more by correcting his label of 
her gender from “woman” to “girl.” “Woman” indicates a 
more mature female, one more capable, whereas “girl” 
seems to signal innocence and naiveté. Regardless of the 
evidence that should convince Ali of Mary’s strength, he 
keeps her confined to the constructs of girlhood, a 
vulnerable position to be in. She is put in this box, so to 
speak, by a grown man, emphasizing the difference in 
authority between Ali as an older male and Mary as a 
younger female. In sum, the disguise Mary adopts 
illuminates the debilitating social norms from which she 
seeks to escape and to which she is ironically subjected 
despite her masking. 
         Perhaps the vulnerability that Mary possesses as a 
girl is one reason why she eventually grows to want to 
dress as Amir. After Mary attends a party as an overtly 
feminine character – herself as Miss Mary Russell – she 
reveals, “It was a good thing that I was not staying here 
long, definitely not as Miss Russell: being the object of 
adoring gazes of young men in uniform was clearly a heady 
thing. Time to crawl back into my robe, turban, and 
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abayya” (King 298). It seems that acting the part of a very 
feminine woman takes a toll on Mary’s mental state, one 
that can be lessened by reverting back to her persona as 
Amir. If Mary feels more comfortable as a male rather than 
a female, then maybe this is a testament to the non-
normative quality of her character. This disguise in 
particular, the sexually appealing woman, underscores this 
quality. The ease with which Mary goes back to Amir is an 
interesting phenomenon that can allow the reader to make 
any number of assumptions about her character, perhaps 
involving something that Mary is even hiding from herself. 
         Mary’s ability to quickly assume identities and roles 
other than her own, sometimes at a moment’s notice, can be 
very telling of her character. Although Mary plays the role 
of Amir throughout most of the novel, there are a few other 
instances that require her feminine wiles. When Holmes is 
kidnapped and held captive, Ali, Mahmoud, and Mary must 
come to his aid. As they reach the door to the building in 
which Holmes is held, they realize there is a guard on duty. 
Mahmoud immediately commands Mary to take off her 
male clothing and distract the guard while they prepare to 
knock him out. Even though Mary claims that “one thing 
[her] training with Holmes had not included [is] the art of 
seduction,” she crouches against the wall and prepares to 
use her femininity to their advantage (King 190). She easily 
slips into a seductive, feminine role. A depiction of the 
sexually-enthralling woman such as this one can have an 
almost predatory quality; the femme fatale is a persona that 
draws in men using her overtly sexual qualities and uses 
them to her advantage. The character that Mary evokes in 
this instance is not just seductive, however, as she also 
twists the female stereotype of being emotional to give her 
the upper hand. Amidst her conversation with the guard, 
Mary lets the reader know, “my voice choked, and then to 
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my distress I felt my eyes actually well up and a tear-drop 
break free and run down my face” (King 191). Mary is 
surprised at the real emotion that escapes her during this 
moment; perhaps this persona of the helpless girl helps her 
to realize just how distraught she is over Holmes’s capture. 
At this point in the series, Mary and Holmes have not 
admitted their romantic feelings to one another, so this 
could be a sign that she cares more deeply for him than she 
originally thought. Mary is also able to switch into this 
character fairly quickly, at a moment’s notice. Once again, 
this demonstrates just how non-normative Mary is; she can 
spend the majority of the novel as a convincing young boy, 
but can revert back to a “feminine” character in a matter of 
minutes. Not many people could plausibly pose as both 
genders and get away with it. Mary is able to do that, and 
more. 
         Mary’s feminine side, stereotypically her more 
vulnerable side, is once again utilized in order to advance 
the case at hand. In contrast to the helpless persona she 
embodies in order to rescue Holmes in a kind of reverse 
“damsel-in-distress” maneuver, Mary later assumes the role 
of high-class seductress at a sophisticated party. Although 
she has more than mere moments to prepare for the 
character, Mary dives in wholeheartedly; she begins to get 
into character when a young officer asks to refill her drink 
and Mary replies, “‘I’d adore another refreshment,’ I purred 
at him, and watched his pink face turn pinker and his 
moustache positively bristle with pleasure… If Holmes 
wanted a nineteen-year-old not-quite-a-lady, that is exactly 
what he would get” (King 286). This role that Mary 
assumes is one very much unlike herself, yet she bears the 
same name. Perhaps by assigning her the same name, King 
is attempting to hint at the fact that Mary’s seductive role is 
more a part of her true self than she thinks. It can also be 
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argued that King is making the point that, at times, one can 
hide more efficiently while being conspicuous. By 
attending the party as “Mary Russell,” she can hide in plain 
sight, acting out a role that bears her name but differs from 
her day-to-day personality. In the role of a seductive 
woman, she may be underestimated and dismissed. Thus, 
Mary can take advantage of the dismissal and obtain the 
necessary information without detection. Nevertheless, 
Mary finds that utilizing the idea of the woman’s power – 
the power to tap into one’s feminine qualities to manipulate 
others – can be dangerous. It can give a woman the 
impression that she has more power than she actually does, 
leaving her vulnerable in a different way: to advances by 
men, both physical and verbal. The effect of men’s 
attention clearly influences Mary; as previously mentioned, 
she calls the act of flirting and being the focus of so many 
men “a heady thing” (King 298). Being the center of 
attention as a woman can be an almost intoxicating thing, 
and Mary may have gotten swept up in it if it wasn’t for the 
other parts of her consciousness, telling her to slow down. 
This intoxicating effect leaves Mary, and women in 
general, vulnerable to the men that supply the very 
attention they crave. They also fall prey to the conventional 
image of giving into the weaknesses associated with that 
stereotype, like the vanity that Mary so vividly experiences. 
         This isn’t the first time that Mary has garnered 
unwanted attention from men because of her disguises. In 
the previous novel in the series, A Letter of Mary, Russell 
assumes the role of Mary Small in order to get a job with 
Colonel Edwards – a prime suspect in the case at hand – 
and gather information from the inside. When crafting her 
disguise, Russell describes the impression she is aiming for 
as such: “[y]oung, naive, unprotected, determined, and a bit 
scared – that was the image I held in front of me as I tried 
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on white lawn blouses, looked at embroidered collars, and 
studied the effects of different sleeves” (King 120). In this 
case, Mary actually takes advantage of the vulnerability 
that comes with being overtly feminine, the woman’s 
power. She wants the Colonel to fall for her clever disguise 
and take her outward vulnerability as a sign of weakness. 
This invitation works, of course, and she gets a job as his 
secretary – a properly feminine job during this time period. 
Mary is introduced to Colonel Edward’s son, Gerald, who 
also falls for Russell’s innocent and unprotected disguise as 
Mary Small. Her vulnerability is demonstrated when 
Gerald tries to take advantage of her, kissing her suddenly. 
Mary immediately reacts violently and tells the reader, “I 
reacted in part because I was so immersed in the role of 
Miss Small, and even in 1923, few women would fail to 
react strongly to such an affront… The real danger was not 
to me and any honour I might possess, but to my role” 
(King 157). This shows Mary’s dedication to the character 
she has developed for herself to embody, as well as the 
identity confusion that comes as a result of this immersive 
experience. Russell is not concerned with her own 
vulnerability, but rather with Mary Small’s. She also 
openly admits to reacting as Miss Small, not herself; she 
has been living as this character for so long that she begins 
to truly embody this other identity. 
         Mary is not a character, we learn as she evolves in 
the series, to embrace vulnerability, especially when it 
involves confronting emotions. Mary frequently chooses to 
detach from others while working on her studies; arguably, 
she is avoiding her vulnerabilities by immersing herself in 
the role of scholar. She is not wearing a literal mask but is 
perhaps hiding from something. In reality, she may 
ironically be making herself vulnerable through the 
detachment that is intended to protect her. In A Monstrous 
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Regiment of Women, Margery Childe is perhaps the first 
character to tell Mary the truth about her priorities. She 
says to Mary, “‘You need the warmth, Mary – you, Mary, 
need it. You fear it, you flirt with it, you imagine that you 
can stand in its rays and retain your cold intellectual 
attitude towards it. You imagine that you can love with 
your brain… [Love] only brings life. Please, Mary, don’t 
let yourself be tied up by the bonds of cold academia’” 
(King 169-170). Margery directly, if a bit angrily, tells 
Mary her opinion of her intellectual side. It may seem as if 
Margery is discouraging Mary’s intellect, but she may 
actually be encouraging her to know God’s love and, as a 
result, love in general. Mary is and has always been a non-
normative character, a non-normative woman. Her level of 
intellect is rare, and it should be cultivated, but it shouldn’t 
prevent Mary from experiencing love. Perhaps Margery is 
attempting to draw Mary over to the more “irrational” side 
of womanhood, which is not necessarily a negative side. 
However, the irrational and emotional side is the more 
vulnerable side; Mary would need to be vulnerable to the 
power of love if she leaned into the side that Margery 
encourages. It is ironic that in Mary’s effort to escape her 
vulnerability and focus on her schoolwork, she has instead 
made herself vulnerable in opening herself up to criticism. 
This criticism, or strong opinion, forces Mary to think more 
about herself and her emotions, the very things she wanted 
to avoid in the first place. 
Mary’s plan to evade her emotions and bypass 
vulnerability continues to fail despite her forced 
confrontation with her feelings. Holmes, ever the detective, 
begins to discover Mary’s detachment during their 
marriage. Mary was able to give in to vulnerability and 
develop a mature, nonprofessional relationship with 
Holmes that resulted in their marriage, but retreats back to 
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her world of academia in A Letter of Mary. Holmes coldly 
tells Mary, “‘Russell, if you were occasionally to raise your 
sight from your Hebrew verbs doubly weak and irregular 
and your iota subscripts, you might take more notice of the 
world around you. Your preoccupation with your studies 
could kill you’” (King 55). In this instance, Mary’s attempt 
to detach leaves her vulnerable not only to criticism, but 
also to physical harm. Her lack of attention to the present 
case and her preoccupation with her studies could prove 
dangerous to everyone involved, including herself. It is 
interesting that Holmes, like Margery, is trying to wean 
Mary off of her intellectual addictions, but he is not trying 
to also bring her to irrationality. Holmes is a rational man 
who still wants Mary to conduct herself rationally, but 
conduct herself rationally on a case, as a detective. 
Mary’s internal debate with her studies raises this 
question: are you more free if you make yourself 
invulnerable, or if you instead choose to accept 
vulnerability? Mary seems to think that invulnerability is 
the answer. She continues this thought process even after 
the events that take place in O Jerusalem; in the eighth 
story of the series, Locked Rooms, Mary struggles to 
confront her past and accept the possibility that her family 
may have been murdered. This case, a very personal one, 
causes her to internalize many powerful emotions and 
thoughts, which takes a toll on her mental and physical 
health. In one scene, when she decides to go out dancing 
with her childhood friend Flo, she reminisces on the 
concept of youth. Mary describes the Charleston as “a 
dance of unbridled energy, making it impossible to feel 
anything but strong and filled with the invulnerability of 
youth. It was breathless and pointless and fun” (King 259). 
When you are in your youth, you often feel invincible, like 
nothing can hurt you. There is no opportunity for 
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vulnerability, because you are young and have so much to 
live for. Here, Mary wistfully recalls that feeling, one she 
doesn’t seem to experience very often. It implies an 
innocence that Mary no longer possesses, not after 
everything she has been through in life. She seems to be 
conflicted; she may want to experience invulnerability once 
again, and she can for a night, but the reality is that she 
can’t afford to think in this manner. Mary needs to be 
vulnerable in order to grow as a character and to grow into 
her true identity. 
         As a prominent female detective, Mary Russell is 
forced to be malleable; she must embody any number of 
disguises and assume any identity for any type of case. 
These disguises serve as protection, as Russell typically 
attempts to avoid detection by becoming a different person. 
However, at times these facades fail to protect, leaving 
Mary vulnerable in different ways. As Amir, Mary is 
subject to physical as well as verbal harm; Ali and 
Mahmoud know her true identity and still use gendered 
constructs against her and her abilities. Over the course of 
her adventures in O Jerusalem, Mary must be able to shed 
her identity as a young boy and revert back to her feminine 
ways. This is done easily. Such facility indicates that 
Mary’s character may be more similar to the disguises than 
she knows, causing a point of confusion concerning her 
identity. Playing the part of the seductive, feminine woman, 
Mary seems to gain the upper hand over men in a 
patriarchal society, but she is left open and vulnerable to 
male advances. Mary is typically not fully aware of her 
own emotions, as evidenced by the newly found self-
discoveries she makes while in disguise, as she chooses to 
detach herself from the outside world and focus on her 
academic studies. Both Margery Childe and Holmes are 
unafraid to speak up against this behavior; they are 
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concerned with knowledge, and the fear that Mary is 
missing out on knowledge and experiences because she is 
focusing on her studies. Each conversation prompts Mary 
to reconsider her priorities and face the vulnerability she 
fears. Mary’s struggle to grapple with her identity is a 
manifestation and a prime example of the broader identity 
crises that women faced during the early 20th century. 
Using Mary as a specific illustration of this crisis, one that 
was first brought to light in the first two novels of King’s 
series, allows the reader to gain more insight into the social 
conditions that existed for women at this point in history. 
The vulnerability and question of identity control Mary in 
various capacities, but in the end, it provides an opportunity 
to catch a glimpse of her complex character, her true 
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Originally published in 1902, Arthur Conan Doyle’s 
The Hound of the Baskervilles is one of his longer stories 
of detective fiction, venturing away from the chaos of 
London in a gothic portrayal of crime in the Dartmoor 
countryside. Beginning with the story of Hugo Baskerville, 
Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles depicts this original 
Baskerville as an undeniably evil man, one who holds a 
young woman captive, possibly raping her repeatedly, until 
she eventually escapes. On the moors, both her body and 
Hugo’s are found, where a giant hound tears into his flesh, 
leading to suspicion that the Baskerville family is cursed. 
160 years later, Sir Charles Baskerville, a wealthy 
philanthropist, dies a mysterious death, and examination of 
the crime scene combined with superstition leads to the 
continued belief in the presence of a giant, demonic hound 
prowling the moors. When Sir Charles’s descendant and 
heir to the Baskerville fortune, Sir Henry Baskerville, 
arrives in Dartmoor, Sherlock is called upon to investigate 
Sir Charles’s death, utilizing deduction and logic to dispel 
the myth of the giant hound. He concludes that the 
neighbor Stapleton, secretly a descendant of the original 
Baskerville, Hugo, had faked the appearance of a giant 
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hound in an attempt to secure the fortune he believes to 
rightly be his, prompting Sir Charles’ death from fright.  
This story has been adapted to film several times, 
the most recent adaptation being “The Hounds of 
Baskerville” (2012) episode from BBC’s Sherlock series. 
This episode takes place in a contemporary context, 
depicting Dartmoor as home to the Baskerville lab, a 
mysterious government testing center. The gothic setting of 
the moors and Dartmoor in Conan Doyle’s The Hound of 
the Baskervilles reveals fears of a Victorian readership 
through the landscape’s association with physical and 
moral devolution, and inherited criminality, portraying 
these associations as threats to civilization and English 
identity and values. Sherlock’s “The Hounds of 
Baskerville” episode likewise highlights anxieties of its 
21st-century viewers through the setting; however, it 
focuses on the dangers of scientific progress, portraying 
technology as problematic and criminal for its unnatural 
imposition on the natural landscape, and depicting its 
increased power as a threat to society and human control. 
In the Conan Doyle story, Sherlock restores order to 
Victorian society through his reasoning abilities and his 
position as both part of and separate from the landscape; 
Sherlock depicts this same duality of the “cyborgian” 
Sherlock in relation to the landscape of the lab (Haraway, 
qtd. in Coppa 212), positioning him as a figure 
representative of both man and machine and, therefore, as 
the one most apt to restore the balance between humanity 
and technology. 
Doyle’s gothic portrayal of the Dartmoor landscape 
shapes the eerie quality of the ghost story in The Hound of 
the Baskervilles and underscores the influence of 
spiritualism and the supernatural in Doyle’s work. Doyle’s 
writing endows the moors with a mysterious allure, with 
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their giant rocks and murky mire. The dense fog of this 
landscape plays a prominent role in the production of 
mystery, and as Doyle writes, “the fog-wreaths came 
crawling round both corners of the house and rolled slowly 
into one dense bank on which the upper floor and the roof 
floated like a strange ship upon a shadowy sea” (192). The 
moors are both beautiful and terrifying, magnifying the fear 
already present at the thought of a giant hound prowling the 
countryside. Enhancing the mystery, Doyle represents the 
hound as an aspect of this landscape--an “apparition,” of 
which Watson says, “never in the delirious dream of a 
disordered brain could anything more savage more 
appalling more hellish be conceived than that dark form 
and savage face which broke upon us out of the wall of 
fog” (Doyle 193). The hound, appearing and disappearing 
into the landscape, is just as much a part of the setting as 
the fog or the craggy moor--this ghostly representation 
standing in stark contrast to Sherlock’s belief in science 
and reasoning. John Pennington, in his article “Eliminate 
All Other Factors’: Fantastic Hesitation in Arthur Conan 
‘Doyle's The Hound of the Baskervilles,” emphasizes this 
tension between rational and fantastical elements of the 
story through Watson’s continued narrative focus on 
supernatural elements present in the landscape (139). After 
Holmes has explained the mystery, Watson’s narration 
continues to personify the moor and highlight its 
mysterious attributes (Pennington 139), and as Watson says 
of the moor, “Its tenacious grip plucked at our heels as we 
walked, and when we sank into it it was as if some 
malignant hand was tugging us down into those obscene 
depths, so grim and purposeful was the clutch in which it 
held us” (Doyle 198). Sherlock has supposedly removed all 
traces of superstition from the story, yet the moor clings to 
the characters with a life of its own, refusing to be 
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diminished through science and reasoning. Srdjan Smajić in 
his chapter “Detective Fiction’s Uncanny” from his book 
Ghost-Seers, Detectives, and Spiritualists: Theories of 
Vision in Victorian Literature and Science brings these 
gothic aspects of the story into a cultural context by 
emphasizing the growing popularity of belief in the 
supernatural among Victorian society, where Doyle himself 
was a spiritualist and believer in the occult (136). This 
supernatural influence in The Hound of the Baskervilles 
highlights the setting’s centrality to the detective story and 
Doyle’s story as a cultural work--the landscape acting as a 
means to display Victorian values and reiterate aspects of 
English identity.  
Not only does Doyle highlight the mysterious 
nature of the landscape, but he also associates it with the 
primitive and archaic, portraying these concepts as threats 
to the stability of Victorian values. In his letter to Holmes, 
Watson writes of the landscape, “You have left all traces of 
modern England behind you… you are conscious 
everywhere of the homes and the work of the prehistoric 
people. On all sides of you as you walk are the houses of 
these forgotten folk, with their graves and the huge 
monoliths which are supposed to have marked their 
temples” (Doyle 124-25). Watson feels as if he has left 
modern London to arrive into a world distinctive for its 
proximity to nature, but also for its sense of displaced time-
-a reminder of a more primitive, devolved society, which 
Janice M. Allan in her chapter, “Gothic Returns: The 
Hound of the Baskervilles,” describes as “reminiscent of a 
lost primordial world” (174).  In his letter, Watson 
additionally speaks to the people who must have lived in 
the countryside, writing, “I could imagine that they were 
some unwarlike and harried race who were forced to accept 
that which none other would occupy” (Doyle 125). 
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According to Watson’s assessments, the supposed previous 
inhabitants of the countryside represent this primitivism of 
the landscape. Watson feels as if he has been catapulted 
into an alien world with unrecognizable, foreign occupants, 
commenting that “if you were to see a skin-clad, hairy man 
crawl out from the low door fitting a flint-tipped arrow on 
to the string of his bow, you would feel that his presence 
there was more natural than your own” (Doyle 125). 
Watson’s imaginings of these past people present them as 
devolved and savage, with the landscape fostering this 
devolution. It is “more natural” for a wild man, closer to 
animal than human, to “crawl” upon the countryside, rather 
than for Watson and his refined London manners to stroll 
across the landscape (Doyle 125).  
The devolved landscape reminds us not only of past 
inhabitants, but current ones as well, associating this 
primitivism of the land with criminality and a devolved 
morality. For Francis O’Gorman, in his “Introduction” to 
Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles, the 
criminals Selden and Stapleton serve as reminders of the 
primitive through their position as representative of the 
landscape, and for the murderous and animalistic 
descriptions used to describe them (25-26). Living 
undetected on the moors, Selden represents a feature of the 
landscape, one which is just as important as the moor or the 
Grimpen mire. Doyle “[depicts] [Selden] not as a fully 
evolved man but, rather, as belonging to a lower species” 
(Allan 174), portraying him as a human turned canine. 
Selden “[drags] himself [to the Baskerville home] one 
night, weary and starving,” and since then, the servant 
Barrymore leaves a dish of food out for his criminal 
brother-in-law to eat from like a dog (Doyle 140). 
Described as more animal than human for his proximity to 
the landscape and for his criminal actions, he weakly 
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“drags” himself around, lacking civility, refinement, and 
morality. Selden’s proximity to the devolved landscape and 
devolved morality highlight the fears of a Victorian 
readership, voicing anxieties about “how far those who 
now inhabit the landscape have advanced from the 
primitiveness of early life” (O’Gorman 24). He represents a 
threat to civilized English society, not just for his criminal 
actions, but because his murderous character remains 
connected to the threat of devolution.  
In the character of Stapleton, The Hound of the 
Baskervilles continues to portray fears of a Victorian 
audience through its representation of criminality as 
devolved, as well as for its supposed representation as an 
inherited, biological trait. Stapleton, as a naturalist often 
seen running across the moors with a butterfly net in hand, 
is, like Selden, associated with the landscape and its 
archaicness. As Watson describes him, “In that impassive 
colourless man, with his straw hat and his butterfly-net, I 
seemed to see something terrible--a creature of infinite 
patience and craft, with a smiling face and a murderous 
heart” (Doyle 170). Watson dehumanizes Stapleton, 
referring to him merely as a “creature” for his evil 
tendencies (Doyle 170), where he similarly blends into the 
archaic landscape like an animal. Appearing to hide behind 
refined manners, Stapleton nonetheless represents “the 
leakage between the world of man and animals” 
(O’Gorman 25), and, similar to Selden’s brutal murderous 
actions, “the strange and ferocious nature of the naturalist’s 
crimes testifies to a primitive and savage nature” (Allan 
175). In contrast to Selden, however, Stapleton, as the 
descendant of the evil Hugo Baskerville, has criminality in 
his family history, proving that he “is the embodiment of 
all that is bad about his history” (O’Gorman 26). Because 
Stapleton cannot escape the presence of the criminality in 
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his blood and the looming presence of his ancestor, Hugo, 
he represents Victorian anxieties over civilization’s 
inability to morally progress (O’Gorman 25), embodying 
the primitive inherently, rather than just in physical 
appearance. The removal of these two devolved characters 
thus purifies both the landscape and familial bloodlines of 
this criminality and immorality, allowing civilization to 
regain control over the threat of backwards progress. In 
solving the crime, Holmes alleviates the threat of 
devolution through a restoration of hierarchy, order, and 
civilization (O’Gorman 28).   
Similarities exist between the portrayal of setting in 
the Conan Doyle story and in BBC’s Sherlock; however, in 
Sherlock, the Baskerville lab becomes the primary setting, 
dominating the natural landscape. In the Sherlock episode, 
the same mysterious tension remains between the beauty 
and despair of the landscape, with Henry describing 
Dartmoor as “bleak but beautiful” in his visit to Sherlock 
and Watson in London (“The Hounds of Baskerville”). In 
regard to the hound that has haunted him since childhood, 
he likewise says, “It was huge, coal black fur, with red 
eyes” (“The Hounds of Baskerville”). Despite these 
similarities in description, the Sherlock episode emphasizes 
the prominence of the government-run, high-security 
military lab in Dartmoor, where this unnatural imposition 
on the landscape takes over the natural setting. The altered 
name from the original “Grimpen Mire” to Sherlock’s 
“Grimpen Minefield” represents technology’s intrusion on 
the land; viewers recognize this unnatural encroachment 
through the signs scattered across the moors--
skull/crossbone symbols and “keep out” signs warning 
trespassers of danger (“The Hounds of Baskerville”). In the 
original story as well, the characters of Barrymore, 
Stapleton, and Franklin all live in the country, occupying 
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this rural, natural setting, yet in the BBC episode, they all 
work within the laboratory--Barrymore as a similar 
gatekeeper figure, and Stapleton and Franklin as scientists 
(“The Hounds of Baskerville”).  
Sherlock highlights this prominence of technology 
from the introduction of the episode’s plot, filtering the 
natural through the simulated reality of a television screen. 
Sitting in Sherlock’s London apartment, Henry tells them 
of his nightmares and fears, of the giant hound which has 
haunted him from his childhood, while a documentary 
about the Baskerville lab plays on the television (“The 
Hounds of Baskerville”). It warns of the horrors of the 
experiments within, and as the documentary’s narrator says 
dramatically, gesturing to the ominous facility behind her, 
“within this compound, in the heart of this ancient 
wilderness there are horrors beyond imagining” (“The 
Hounds of Baskerville”). Her rhetoric and the narrative of 
the documentary suggest that there is something to be 
feared about this government space, additionally implying 
that the Baskerville lab has replaced the “ancient 
wilderness” of the original story. Instead of horrors within 
the natural landscape, the viewer should be afraid of what 
lies beyond the fence and the “keep out” signs. Jean 
Beaudrillard, in “Simulacra and Simulations,” theorizes a 
hyperreality, in which the basic reality has been replaced 
with “pure simulacrum,” hiding the presence of the original 
reality (368). This creation of a hyperreality occurs in “The 
Hounds of Baskerville” episode, as the television screen 
filters the natural landscape through technology--this 
technological portrayal of “the natural” replacing the 
original reality of nature and the moors. The TV screen 
creates a new, just as real, view of nature for both the 
viewers of the documentary in the episode--Holmes, 
Watson, and Henry--and for the 21st-century viewer 
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outside the show. This simulacra of setting highlights 
technology’s ability to overrun nature and underscores the 
idea that the gothic moors have been replaced by something 
just as sinister, if not more so. The natural no longer exists; 
instead, the unnatural, in association with the lab and the 
experiments within, consumes the landscape. 
This increased association between the landscape 
and the technological in Sherlock connects technology and 
criminality, voicing anxieties unique to the 21st-century 
about the ambitions of science and the unnatural imposition 
of man on the natural. Doyle positions the criminal 
Stapleton in close connection with the natural landscape for 
his role as naturalist. He can often be seen running through 
the moors, net in hand, for example, saying to Watson of 
the landscape, “with my strong tastes for botany and 
zoology, I find an unlimited field of work here, and my 
sister is devoted to Nature as I am” (Doyle 122). The 
Sherlock episode also connects the criminal Franklin with 
the landscape; however, it is a landscape of the lab and of 
technology, as he works within the government center. The 
alliance between technology and criminality can 
additionally be seen in the contrasting motivations between 
Conan Doyle’s Stapleton and Sherlock’s Franklin and the 
ways in which they carry out their criminal actions. To 
obtain the fortune he believes belongs to him, Stapleton 
draws on his extensive knowledge of the topographical 
landscape. He understands the workings of the moors better 
than any other character, allowing him to promote and 
control the illusion of a giant hound through the 
combination of a regular dog, phosphorous paint, and the 
mysterious fog already present on the moors. Franklin of 
the BBC episode utilizes his knowledge of science and 
technology to simulate the appearance of a giant hound 
through dissemination of the H.O.U.N.D drug (“The 
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Hounds of Baskerville”). A regular dog, used by restaurant 
owners to stimulate tourism and superstition, escapes to 
wander the moors. The H.O.U.N.D. drug is released in a 
chemical fog when certain pressure points are stepped on in 
the mire, inducing hallucinations, and manifesting this 
regular dog into the appearance of a giant, demonic hound. 
When Henry is a child, Franklin, rather than a giant hound, 
kills Henry’s father in order to protect the secrets of this 
chemical experiment. Afterwards, he continues to drug 
Henry and alter his memories into adulthood in order to 
preserve the secret of his father’s death (“The Hounds of 
Baskerville”). In this way, “The Hounds of Baskerville” 
highlights criminality’s association with technology--
preservation of Franklin’s technological creation 
functioning as motivation for his criminal actions. Franklin 
uses technological means to achieve this goal, altering the 
landscape through an induced chemical fog, rather than, 
like Stapleton, relying on the natural already present in the 
landscape.  
The endings of both works similarly reinforce their 
contrasting representations of technology in relation to the 
natural. In the Conan Doyle story, Stapleton, as a naturalist, 
returns to the land where he came from, sinking into the 
moors, as he flees the crime scene. As Sherlock and 
Watson attempt to track him, Watson remarks, “if the earth 
told a true story, then Stapleton never reached that island of 
refuge towards which he struggled through the fog upon 
that last night. Somewhere in the heart of the Grimpen 
Mire, down in the foul slime of the huge morass which had 
sucked him in, this cold and cruel-hearted man is forever 
buried” (Doyle 198-99). This ending of the story reiterates 
Stapleton’s connection to the land and his primordial roots; 
he now rests in the most primitive part of the earth, buried 
like history. His return to the earth also represents an 
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elimination of criminality on the moors, as the landscape 
buries and eliminates his murderous tendencies. In this 
manner, the moorland both accepts Stapleton for their 
similarities and rejects him for the threat he poses to 
society.  
In the ending of the Sherlock episode, Franklin’s 
death likewise reflects a return to the landscape, yet it is a 
return to a landscape overrun by technology. The episode 
depicts him running from Sherlock and Watson, past the 
electric fence and into the “Grimpen Minefield” (“The 
Hounds of Baskerville”). Stepping on a mine, Franklin is 
catapulted into the air by the land, blown up in an explosion 
which echoes throughout the landscape. The minefield, as a 
product of the Baskerville lab, ultimately represents 
technology of Franklin’s own creation. Similar to Conan 
Doyle's story, Franklin returns to his roots in technology--
this technology proving to be more powerful than the 
criminal, and the unnatural land-mine retaliates to kill one 
of its own “creators.” In this manner, the ending of “The 
Hounds of Baskerville” adaptation emphasizes viewer 
anxieties even more so than that of the Conan Doyle story, 
showing the criminal Franklin to have no control over 
technology of his own production. In this manner, the 
episode diminishes his role as the criminal, positioning 
untamed technology and its inability to be tamed as the true 
threats to society.  
Both Doyle’s story and the Sherlock episode 
represent Freud’s notion of the “uncanny” in regard to the 
landscape--the differing representations of Freud’s concept 
between the original and the later adaptation underscoring 
the contrasting anxieties among readers or viewers between 
the two time periods. To Freud, the “uncanny” is 
“something which is secretly familiar… which has 
undergone repression and then returned from it” (Freud, 
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qtd. in Smajić), where “materials that have been repressed 
are not eliminated from the psyche but have a tendency to 
reappear in the form of dreams, symptoms, and other 
manifestations of the unconscious” (“Uncanny” 262). In 
Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles, this depiction of 
the “uncanny” can be seen in the landscape for its 
simultaneous association with something familiar and 
comforting, even maternal, as Watson comments upon its 
“bosom” and “grim charm” (Doyle 124); however, it also 
maintains a foreign inaccessibility in its “scummed pits and 
foul quagmires which [bar] the way to the stranger” (Doyle 
198). Smajić emphasizes the ideas of reincarnation and deja 
vu in connection with the story and Freud’s concept, noting 
that Stapleton, a Baskerville descendant, functions as a 
resuscitation of the original criminal in the Baskerville line, 
Hugo Baskerville (135, 133). Comparing the portrait of 
Hugo Baskerville to Stapleton, Doyle writes that “The face 
of Sherlock had sprung out of the canvass,” and Sherlock 
comments that, “it is an interesting instance of a throw-
back, which appears to be both physical and spiritual. A 
study of family portraits is enough to convert a man to the 
doctrine of reincarnation. The fellow is a Baskerville--that 
is evident” (Doyle 183). The ghost story continues past the 
landscape, “[attesting] to the irrepressibility of what cannot 
be forgotten or laid to rest,” regarding the connection 
between the two characters in the Baskerville bloodline 
(Smajić 131). In relation to Freud’s theory, the story 
reiterates Doyle’s anxieties and those of Victorian society 
in showing how the criminality present in the Baskerville 
bloodline, repressed through generations, once again 
returns to haunt the landscape.  
This idea of reincarnation exists in the Sherlock 
episode as well, yet here the reincarnation pertains to the 
original H.O.U.N.D. drug, rather than to physical 
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characters. Through the episode’s use of the acronym 
H.O.U.N.D., viewers are compelled to draw associations 
between the physical hound released on the landscape and 
the technologically- produced drug; however, the drug, 
rather than Franklin, returns--is reincarnated--to haunt the 
landscape and the characters. The H.O.U.N.D. acronym 
references the last names of the experiment’s founders: 
Hanson, O’Mara, Uslowski, Nader, and Dyson, and 
harkens back to the original and unsuccessful C.I.A. 
mission to create a hallucinatory weapon (“The Hounds of 
Baskerville”). Although not a founding member, Franklin 
worked on the project and has been secretly continuing the 
experiment ever since. Whereas the Conan Doyle story 
speaks to viewer anxieties about the return of another 
criminal Baskerville with the character Stapleton, the 
reincarnation seen in Sherlock attests to viewer anxieties 
over the return of technology and the inhuman. The 
criminal Franklin still exists, yet he functions merely as a 
component of the original H.O.U.N.D. group and of the 
original experiment; the drug, rather than the person, 
returns in this eerie ghost story to haunt Dartmoor, 
highlighting technology, rather than man, as powerful 
enough to transcend history and the repression of the mind. 
Thus, in solving the crime, Sherlock apprehends Franklin 
and restores the balance between technology and man, both 
shooting the physical dog and putting the reincarnation of 
the H.O.U.N.D. drug to rest.  
This Sherlock episode additionally depicts viewer 
anxieties over the limits of technology, as it highlights 
man’s ability to impose this feeling of the “uncanny,” 
underscoring fears over the extent of technological 
imposition. In Doyle’s original story, the feeling of the 
“uncanny” can be felt in the setting, especially as it 
magnifies the appearance of the dog, producing “that dark 
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form and savage face which broke upon us out of the wall 
of fog” (193)--a hellish hound which is both familiar for its 
resemblance to a dog and alien for the exaggerated, 
terrifying form it takes. In contrast, Franklin, in “The 
Hounds of Baskerville,” produces this same combination of 
a familiar dog and a bizarre apparition through the drug, 
rather than the natural fog, warping nature rather than 
relying on it. The drug itself can induce the “uncanny” in 
man through its ability to make the recipient hallucinate 
and doubt his or her own memories. When Franklin 
exposes Henry to the drug, Henry experiences a false 
memory--something both recognizable and foreign. 
Sherlock is closer to the truth than viewers originally 
believe, when, at the beginning of the episode, he 
disregards Henry’s fears, diagnosing him with, “childhood 
trauma masked by an invented memory” (“The Hounds of 
Baskerville”). The drug relies on Henry’s original memory 
of him with his father in the moors, yet warps it into 
something unrecognizable, inducing him to believe in a 
giant hound and to translate the regular dog into a monster. 
This tampering with memory through technology 
underscores technology’s, rather than nature’s, ability to 
change Henry’s familiar memory into something 
terrifyingly unfamiliar, forcing him to doubt his own 
memory and sanity. The fact that the hallucinations follow 
Henry into his own home, rather than remaining confined 
to the moors, reiterates the power of the drug to not only 
overtake the natural, but also invade past its boundaries. 
Terrified and believing himself to be insane, Henry 
attempts to shoot it, yet, instead, almost kills his therapist, 
Dr. Mortimer (“The Hounds of Baskerville”). Its presence 
in his house highlights viewer anxieties over boundaries of 
technology, as, already overtaken nature, it now advances 
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past the lab and into the domestic setting, posing an even 
greater threat to society.  
 In the original Doyle story and the BBC 
adaptation, Sherlock’s solving of the crime eliminates 
threats to both Victorian and 21st-century societies--a task 
he accomplishes through his detection abilities, but also in 
his simultaneous position as both part of and separate from 
the landscape. In The Hound of the Baskervilles, Doyle 
portrays Sherlock as simultaneously civilized and wild, 
where he blends into the landscape. While attempting to 
hide in a hut on the moors to secretly gather information, 
Sherlock mistakenly allows himself to be seen, appearing 
more weathered and rustic than he does in Conan Doyle’s 
traditional London setting (Doyle 167). Of Sherlock’s 
appearance, Watson notes that “his keen face [is] bronzed 
by the sun and roughened by the wind,” yet “he [has] 
contrived, with that catlike love of personal cleanliness 
which was one of his characteristics that his chin should be 
as smooth and his linen as perfect as if he were in Baker 
Street” (Doyle 167). Sherlock embodies characteristics of 
both the civilized, as seen through his polished appearance, 
and the wild, in that his appearance has been manipulated 
by nature, by the sun and the wind. Similar to Watson’s 
description of Stapleton, Sherlock additionally comments 
that “my nets are closing upon him” (Doyle 172), as he 
pursues the naturalist in a mental race of deduction. The 
use of the word “net” aligns him with Stapleton (Doyle 
172), associating him with everything Stapleton represents, 
including the landscape and criminality. Sherlock, 
therefore, not only envelopes the binaries of wild and 
civilized, but also represents both a champion of good and 
a criminal mastermind--a restorer of order, as well as a 
threat to this order. This expression of his character in 
connection with his role as detective speaks to notions of 
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who is best suited to reinstate balance to society, where 
Conan Doyle, whether consciously or not, complicates his 
representation of threats to Victorian society, presenting 
Sherlock’s proximity to the primitive and the criminal as 
necessary to Sherlock’s elimination of these threats. 
The Sherlock of BBC’s “The Hounds of 
Baskerville” likewise embodies binaries; his associations 
with technology and humanity position him as a figure best 
suited to restore the balance between the unnatural and the 
natural. In “Sherlock as Cyborg: Bridging Mind and Body,” 
Francesca Coppa discusses Sherlock’s depiction of 
Sherlock, arguing that “Cumberbatch’s portrayal of Holmes 
as a tall, artistically dressed young man clutching a 
Blackberry is an almost perfect synthesis of man and 
machine” (211). She draws on Donna Haraway’s definition 
of the “cyborg” (Haraway qtd. In Coppa 212), writing that 
“as a cyborg rather than a computer, the BBC’s new 
Sherlock is a machine/ human hybrid,” in that he struggles 
with the inconveniences of a physical body (Coppa 213). 
Sherlock’s duality as man and machine, human and 
technology, characterizes him as both a part of and separate 
from the technological landscape of the Baskerville lab. 
Sherlock, as a machine himself, fits into this landscape--for 
example using Mycroft’s card to gain unlimited access to 
the facilities (“The Hounds of Baskerville”). This unlimited 
access allows him to freely traverse the laboratory, running 
with a hypothetical net through the center in search of 
evidence; however, he still manages to remain separate 
from it, always returning with Watson to the town of 
Dartmoor and to the cozy, dimly-lit restaurant/inn where 
they stay.  
This presentation of Sherlock as a “cyborg” 
additionally speaks to his qualities as both an unfeeling, 
cold machine and a man capable of displaying human 
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emotion. We see Sherlock envelop the coldness of the 
machine through his treatment of Watson in the lab, 
diminishing Watson’s humanity as he turns him into his 
own lab rat, on which Sherlock can test his theories of the 
effects of the H.O.U.N.D. drug and its hallucinations (“The 
Hounds of Baskerville”). In contrast, however, this BBC 
episode, perhaps more so than other BBC episode in the 
series, also highlights Sherlock’s humanity. In the stories 
and in the series, viewers see Sherlock at his highs and 
lows, spiraling from boredom and the need for a new 
mental puzzle, yet rarely do we see him spiral emotionally, 
and in this episode, we see Sherlock’s vulnerability, as he 
experiences doubt in his own faculties. Sherlock and Henry 
enter the woods together--Sherlock using Henry to “bait” 
the hound with both characters appearing to have seen the 
giant creature. Despite this, Sherlock strides away, 
adamantly announcing to Henry and viewers that he “didn’t 
see anything” (“The Hounds of Baskerville”). The next 
scene contradicts his statement, highlighting Sherlock’s 
uncertainty, and as the camera closes in on his face, sweat 
drips down his temples, his voice shakes, and he admits to 
John that “Henry’s right. I saw it too...the hound, out there” 
(“The Hounds of Baskerville”). As Sherlock appears more 
agitated and fearful by the second, John reminds him that 
“we have to be rational about this,” yet with emphasis on 
Sherlock’s trembling hand curled around a drink, the scene 
depicts his inability to distance himself from emotion; he 
even admits to John and viewers that he is afraid (“The 
Hounds of Baskerville”). Here, viewers come to recognize 
Sherlock as more than a machine, understanding him as a 
man who, like them, experiences fear and vulnerability.  
Similar to the Conan Doyle story, “The Hounds of 
Baskerville” episode depicts Sherlock as best suited to fight 
the threat of increased technology through his proximity to 
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technology, and thus criminality, aligned with his 
simultaneous ability to remain connected to humanity and 
experience human emotion. He traverses both of these 
worlds, highlighting the importance of understanding 
criminality in order to restore order and reinstate 
boundaries on the unnatural, taming this technology before 
it overwhelms the natural world and those who occupy it. 
Just as Conan Doyle’s Sherlock removes the threat of 
devolution from Victorian society and provides a 
reassurance of Victorian values, BBC’s Sherlock of “The 
Hounds of Baskerville” vanquishes the threat of technology 
too ambitious for human good, restoring order to 21st-
century society. In both works, the landscape plays an 
integral role in representing these threats, becoming central 
to understanding the cultural differences between the two 
time periods. The eerie attributes of the natural landscape 
underscore the mystery of the detective story and highlight 
the unnatural in contrast to civilization, allowing Doyle and 
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